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Chapter 3241: Stunned God Realm (1) 

Meng Shurong muttered irresolutely for a moment and said, “Since that’s the case, we’d better be more 

careful!” 

He turned around and summoned his personal guards loudly, “Men, pass down my instruction. Send my 

order to all the campsite’s Divine Lieutenants on the frontline. If they are certain that the demon tribe 

has already retreated, ask them to report to Blessed City. At the same time, ask them to shrink the 

defensive perimeter!” 

“Yes!” 

“Also, from today onwards, Blessed City shall continue to maintain tight security and the sentry guards 

on patrol will be increased to twice the number! If anyone discovers any abnormalities, they must 

immediately report back to me!” 

“Yes!” 

Seeing his personal guards leaving to send out the order, Jing Shaoyuan finally felt a little at ease. 

The other Divine Lieutenants were sighing endlessly. 

“Luckily Divine Lieutenant Jing is prudent. At this point, it’s better to be more careful!” 

“That’s right, two Heart Profound Realm juniors killing a Sky Devil mid-phase practitioner. This… just 

thinking about it just feels impossible!” 

“Yes, we should make preparations for defense. If we’re tricked by the demon tribe, we will become the 

entire allied armies’ sinners!” 

Meng Shurong turned and looked at the Divine Lieutenants. “Everyone is already aware of the current 

situation, so all of us have to get prepared for battle!” 

“Yes, This Subordinate understands!” 

… 

The two young couples who were on their way back to Blessed City were totally unaware of what was 

happening there. 

They just felt that it was weird for Li Moying and Jun Sihan to suddenly catch a cold at the same time. 

They kept sneezing along the way back! 

“Could it be that he caught a cold while exercising in the tent last night? Isn’t he a little too useless? 

Next time, I can’t let him do as he wishes!” Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi thought silently in their minds. 

They weren’t intentionally rushing back but as their mounts were very good breeds, the speed was 

pretty fast. 

Seven days later, they had already arrived at the city walls of Blessed City. 



“Strange, why is Blessed City still under tight security? The city gates are shut so tightly, and there are so 

many guards patrolling the area! Haven’t the demon tribe already retreated?” 

Huang Yueli looked up at the majestic city walls and frowned slightly. 

Along their way back, they passed by several allied armies’ campsites. 

Whenever each campsite’s Divine Lieutenant saw Li Moying and the rest, they bore an extremely 

grateful expression. They also walked out to welcome them personally, hoping that Li Moying and his 

group would stay a few more days in their campsites, to give them a warm welcome. 

It was only at this point that Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi realized that these two men had practically gone 

to every single allied armies’ stronghold just to look for them. They also helped to get rid of the devils 

along the way. 

The number of military merits they earned was way more than what Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi had! 

After hearing about the death of Sky Devil Rui Ze, the campsite’s soldiers were elated and excited, as 

though there was a festival celebration going on. They were all saying that they wanted to send the 

good news in the war communique to Blessed City. 

Of course, the first person who wrote the war communique was Li Yukun. 

The allied armies had their specialized flying magical beasts which were way faster than riding on the 

horses. 

So, Blessed City’s allied armies should already have received the news of Rui Ze’s death. Why did they 

seem as though they were facing the enemy? 

Li Moying said pensively, “Could it be that Divine Lieutenant Li’s war communique was lost along the 

way?” 

Jun Sihan shook his head upon hearing that. “This shouldn’t be possible! Even if Divine Lieutenant Li’s 

war communique went missing, the other campsite’s war communique couldn’t all be lost too, right? 

The allied armies’ intelligence network isn’t this unreliable!” 
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Xia Yunxi couldn’t help but burst out laughing. “Looks like someone in Blessed City’s allied armies can’t 

stand the sights of you guys!” 

“What? Little Xi, what do you mean?” Jun Sihan’s eyes were filled with questions. 

Xia Yunxi giggled. “It’s just a feeling that I felt… we’ll find out once we go in. Anyway, it isn’t some major 

problem!” 

Hearing her say that, the three of them could finally relax. 

They went a little nearer and the guards patrolling the city gate tower immediately discovered their 

presence. They shouted, “Who are you people? Blessed City is currently a restricted zone, and we’re not 

allowing anyone to enter or leave!” 



Jun Sihan shouted, “I am Jun Sihan from Veracious Wyvern Clan and these few people are my friends 

and guards! We have been on the frontline for the past few days and the devil army has already 

retreated. So we’ve come back to Blessed City. Please let us in!” 

“Veracious Wyvern Clan’s Jun Sihan? Why does this name sound so familiar?” 

One of the soldiers frowned and tried hard to think. 

Not only was he on the lowest rung of ordinary soldiers in God Realm, he was also a human. So he didn’t 

recognize the noble ancient god clan’s Young Lord, Jun Sihan. 

Another soldier next to him was stunned. “Right, isn’t he that… Veracious Wyvern Clan’s Young Lord? 

Divine Lieutenant even specially sent his picture to us! He also gave special instructions that if Young 

Lord were to appear, we must immediately report this to Divine General!” 

“Right, right, that’s him! Quick, go to the Divine General residence immediately!” 

Huang Yueli stood at the bottom of the city walls and waited. Then she saw the soldiers studying them 

for a long time. After that, they took out a painting and made a comparison. 

Following that, two of them suddenly turned around and ran! 

Moreover, the remaining soldiers were giving them strange stares with no intention to open the gate for 

them. 

They were starting to get curious again. 

Huang Yueli frowned and asked, “Yunxi, do you feel that something is wrong? I don’t know what these 

people are up to. Their looks… seem as though they are treating us as wanted criminals?” 

Xia Yunxi had a surprised look as well. “Why is this happening? I’m sure I didn’t sense any danger at all.” 

Just as they were feeling astonished, Jing Shaoyuan’s figure appeared on the city gate tower. 

He naturally recognized Jun Sihan and the others. So he shouted after taking a look. “Li Moying, Jun 

Sihan, it’s really the two of you!” 

Li Moying originally couldn’t stand his disrespectful questioning and snorted softly. 

Jun Sihan had no choice but to reply on Li Moying’s behalf instead. “Yes, it’s us. Since it’s Divine 

Lieutenant Jing, you should know that we’re not suspicious characters, right? We’ll have to trouble you 

to open the city gates!” 

Jun Sihan heaved a sigh of relief to finally meet something that they know. 

Jing Shaoyuan stared at them for a moment. However, instead of opening the door for them, he said, “I 

heard that the demon tribe had sent spies to infiltrate Blessed City. They’ve even come out with a fake 

war communique to deceive us that Sky Devil Rui Ze is dead! Now, the entire city has become a 

restricted zone. So if you wish to enter the city, you’ll need to verify your identity!” 

“Fake war communique?” Hearing that, the four of them were stunned. 

Sky Devil Rui Ze was indeed dead, so how did the war communique turn out to be fake? 



What on earth happened in Blessed City? 

Jun Sihan didn’t think too much and simply whipped out his identity token. “This is my identity token, 

and it should be sufficient to verify my identity, right?” 
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Jun Sihan thought that with this hard evidence, Jing Shaoyuan would let them in immediately. 

Whoever knew that after Jing Shaoyuan took a glance, the disapproving look on his face was still there. 

“So what if you have the identity token? If the real Jun Sihan was controlled by the demon tribe, his 

identity token would also go missing! This is not enough to verify your identity!” 

Jun Sihan’s brows creased and almost spewed vulgarities! 

He couldn’t understand what was wrong with Jing Shaoyuan today? Why was he so stubborn? He’s 

simply unreasonable! 

“Damn it, what the hell is he up to?” Jun Sihan cursed softly. 

Li Moying seemed as though he understood something and said laughingly, “Looks like Divine Lieutenant 

Li’s war communique should have arrived in Blessed City. But the defenders in the city didn’t believe in 

the contents and felt that it’s the demon tribe’s plot.” 

“What?” Jun Sihan was stunned but came around it almost immediately. “That’s right, looks like this is 

the case! Blessed City’s defenders had one fell for the demon tribe’s scheme so it’s understandable to 

be a little careful. But Jing Shaoyuan has already seen my identity token but he still refuses to let us 

enter. Isn’t this too much?” 

Li Moying shrugged when he heard that. “I think this Jing Shaoyuan just can’t stand me, but I’ve 

somehow implicated Brother Jun as well.” 

“Can’t stand you?” Jun Sihan asked puzzledly, “Why? Could it be because… your ability surpasses his?” 

Li Moying didn’t reply to his question. Instead, he took a few steps forward. Lifting his head upwards, he 

raised his voice and said, “Jing Shaoyuan, I’m Li Moying from Cloudy Qilin Clan. Do you still recognize 

me? I’ve also brought my identity token!” 

Li Moying flashed his identity token and dangled it several times. 

Jing Shaoyuan took a glance below again. 

As a Heart Profound Realm top exponent, his eyesight was extremely good. Although he stood on the 

top of the city gate tower and was hundreds of meters away from Li Moying, he could see every single 

crease on the token. 

To tell the truth, even after seeing their identity tokens, Jing Shaoyuan wasn’t swayed at all. 

These two identity tokens looked very real! He totally could not tell that it was a counterfeit at all. 

Moreover, Jing Shaoyuan had also met Jun Sihan and Li Moying in person. So he could judge their 

identities from their Profound energy fluctuations and aura. 



But, he simply could not understand something… 

If the contents of Li Yukun’s war communique were true, wouldn’t that mean that these two people had 

the ability to kill Sky Devil Rui Ze? 

This truth was something that Jing Shaoyuan could not accept. Hence his subconsciousness refused to 

admit these two people’s identities. 

Seeing Li Moying also standing out, Jing Shaoyuan was feeling rather bitter. 

He said condescendingly, “I made myself very clear just now. The token might have fallen into the 

demon tribe’s hands, so this isn’t enough to verify your identity! If you want to enter the city, you have 

to show other proof!” 

“What the hell! What kind of person is this fellow? He’s simply trying to find fault with us!” Huang Yueli 

couldn’t stand it any longer. 

Xia Yunxi hurriedly pulled her back and explained softly, “This is the Number One Genius from the White 

Tiger Clan. Before Brother Li ascended to God Realm, he was one of the top three peerless geniuses in 

God Realm!” 

“Peerless genius? Him? He looks rather ordinary?” Huang Yueli asked suspiciously. 
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She wasn’t intentionally mocking Jing Shaoyuan. 

But at Jing Shaoyuan’s age, cultivation, and the aura and the might flowing out from him, he couldn’t 

possibly compare with her husband or even Jun Sihan. 

In fact, Huang Yueli felt that if she unleashed her ultimate battle power, Jing Shaoyuan might not even 

be as strong as her. 

This person dared to claim that he was one of the top three peerless geniuses in God Realm… 

Huang Yueli felt that this person was too shameless! 

Xia Yunxi also knew her best friend’s ability. So when she heard Huang Yueli’s exaggerated words, she 

couldn’t help but giggle. 

“This is something that other people say, Majority of the ordinary practitioners couldn’t understand the 

actual situation of the ancient God clan. So they naturally couldn’t make accurate judgments.” 

“No wonder… so it’s all based on boasting. Where does he have the courage to shut us outside?” 

When Huang Yueli talked to Xia Yunxi, they spoke very softly as though they were whispering into each 

other’s ears. 

But Jing Shaoyuan’s hearing was very good. Moreover, he had pricked his ears to eavesdrop on the 

situation below. 

He heard their entire conversation. 



His face instantly changed colors, from green to white and finally red. His expression was extremely 

unsightly! 

“Damn it, what are those two stinky brats talking about? How dare they disparage an officer of the allied 

armies! I’m saying this for the last time. If you can’t verify that you aren’t a spy from the demon tribe, 

then This Divine Lieutenant shall follow the Divine General’s orders and immediately unleash an attack 

on you. We shall not show any mercy!” 

Huang Yueli and the others instantly became enraged as they stared at Jing Shaoyuan. 

Just as they were about to flare up, Li Moying’s voice suddenly rang coolly. 

“Jing Shaoyuan, don’t you want us to verify our identities? I have a simple method to prove that I’m 

Cloudy Qilin Clan’s Li Moying!” 

“Oh? What method is that?” Jing Shaoyuan asked. 

Jun Sihan and the others looked at Li Moying. 

“Moying, what are you going to do? Don’t tell me you’re preparing to summon your ancient spiritual 

beast here?” Jun Sihan asked with a frown. 

Li Moying instantly shook his head. 

Summoning Little Qilin here would prove that he was indeed Li Moying, but he didn’t intend to do that. 

Practitioners who could form contracts with ancient spiritual beasts were extremely scarce in ancient 

god clans. Moreover, it might not necessarily mean that they could form the contacts if they had high 

innate talents. It would depend on the practitioners solely if they could form the contract with the 

ancient spiritual beast. 

Although Li Moying had no intention to conceal this fact, he didn’t want to make this public either. 

Little Qilin was the trump card that he planned to use for catching an enemy off guard. 

“Then you’re preparing to…” Jun Sihan was puzzled. 

Li Moying smiled and lifted his head towards Jing Shaoyuan, who was on the city wall. 

“Divine Lieutenant Jing, do you want me to provide you with the proof?” 

Jing Shaoyuan snorted coldly and said impatiently, “That’s of course! Without evidence, don’t waste This 

Divine Lieutenant’s time and quickly scram from this place!” 

Li Moying’s lips curled into a cold smile. “It’s very simple if you need evidence. Will Divine Lieutenant 

Jing gather all your campsite’s soldiers, who were with you one month ago, to the city wall tower!” 

Jing Shaoyuan was stunned, as he couldn’t understand what Li Moying wanted to do. 

“You… what do you mean? I’m telling you to show me the evidence, and not asking you to fight. Why 

are you asking me to get those soldiers here for?” 
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Li Moying said with indifference, “Because one month ago, I met Divine Lieutenant Jing at the campsite 

in the suburbs of Blessed City and we even had a fight. I can totally recall the entire process when we 

fought, every single detail! I believe that these contents are sufficient to prove that I’m the real Li 

Moying!” 

Saying that, he looked at Jing Shaoyuan with a fake smile as contempt filled his eyes. 

“I’m worried that Divine Lieutenant Jing was too busy with the military affairs and had forgotten many 

things. You might have forgotten the details. To be fair, will Divine Lieutenant Jing find a few more 

soldiers over so that I can recall it properly. At the same time, they can also be my witness!” 

“What… do you think about this?” 

Jing Shaoyuan’s expression instantly turned unsightly upon hearing that! 

He thought, “This Li Moying… why did he have to bring this up!” 

That day, he had lost to Li Moying under everyone’s watchful eyes and it had always been a thorn in Jing 

Shaoyuan’s heart! This embarrassing incident was something that he wasn’t willing to recollect. 

But Li Moying had to purposely bring this up. He even said… that this was the proof to verify his identity! 

It was true that when they fought, their speed was extremely fast. The onlookers were all ordinary 

soldiers who hadn’t even reached Dream Profound Realm, so they couldn’t see the moves clearly. 

If Li Moying could accurately narrate the situation back then, that would indeed prove his identity. 

However, there were many ways to verify his identity. So why did Li Moying have to choose his most 

embarrassing incident to talk about? 

This was obviously trying to scheme against him! 

Jing Shaoyuan felt extremely angry but he couldn’t think of any better way. 

Meanwhile, Li Moying was still urging him. “Divine Lieutenant Jing, what’s wrong? I want to prove my 

identity, but why aren’t you giving me a chance to do so? Why aren’t you giving me a reply?” 

Jing Shaoyuan was so infuriated that he almost jumped up! 

At this moment, he was convinced that this fellow before him was the same Li Moying whom he 

detested! 

Moreover, Li Moying bringing this up was indeed a threat to Jing Shaoyuan. 

Jing Shaoyuan lowered his head and looked down at Li Moying. He had no doubts that if he still didn’t 

allow them to enter the city, Li Moying would spread this miserable story to the entire city! 

Jing Shaoyuan took a couple of deep breaths and finally calmed down. 

“No need to look for them! Since you know about the situation back then, you must definitely be Li 

Moying! I will allow you guys to come in!” 



Jing Shaoyuan didn’t want to continue dragging this on, deeply afraid that he would be embarrassed in 

front of everyone. 

So he instantly decided not to make things difficult for Li Moying and the others. He decisively let the 

hanging bridge down and allowed them into the city! 

Li Moying and Jun Sihan brought their wives and strode into the city. 

The two of them couldn’t be bothered to take another look at Jing Shaoyuan. 

Jing Shaoyuan was really angry so when Li Moying walked past him, he suddenly took a step forward 

and blocked Li Moying’s way. 

Li Moying’s footsteps came to a halt and he glanced coldly at the man blocking his way. But he didn’t say 

anything. 

Jing Shaoyuan felt insulted to be stared at like this. 

He said fiercely, “Li Moying, don’t think that you’re more powerful than me. It was an accident that I 

lost! Sooner or later… I will show you what I’m capable of! Just wait and see!” 
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Li Moying remained expressionless, as though he didn’t hear what Jing Shaoyuan said, and walked 

through the city gate. 

Jing Shaoyuan was so angry that he almost went crazy. He kept thinking if he should challenge Li Moying 

or not! 

A large number of soldiers had gathered in front of the city gates and if he could defeat Li Moying right 

here, he would be able to regain his reputation. 

However, before Jing Shaoyuan took action, a team of cavalry swiftly raced towards them from afar. 

Seeing Jun Sihan and Li Moying, the leader of the cavalry dismounted the house and kneeled on the 

ground. 

“Young Master Jun, Young Master Li, This Divine General heard that the two of them have entered the 

city and specially ordered us to welcome the both of you. Please come along with us to the Divine 

General residence!” 

Li Moying and Jun Sihan knew that this was inevitable and had expected this long ago. 

They already knew from Jing Shaoyuan’s performance on the city gate tower. Many people in Blessed 

City were suspecting the authenticity of the rumor about Sky Devil Rui Ze’s death. 

So since they had already entered the city, they definitely had to drop by the Divine General residence 

and clarify this matter so that the Blessed City protectors could rest at ease. 

The two of them nodded simultaneously. 

“Alright, then please lead the way!” 



With Meng Shurong’s personal guards leading the way, the group of them naturally arrived smoothly at 

the Divine General residence. 

But when they walked into the inner courtyard, both Li Moying and Jun Sihan walked right through the 

entrance while Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi were stopped by someone. 

“My apologies. Divine General only summoned both Young Masters into the residence. Other people are 

not allowed to follow. Both Young Masters, please follow us. We’ve already prepared some tea so 

please come into the courtyard and have a rest.” 

Huang Yueli frowned slightly and Li Moying instantly said, “Li Tianyi, take the guards along and leave 

here. This is the military grounds and it’s only right to avoid arousing suspicion.” 

Li Tianyi instantly answered, “Yes, Young Master!” 

Just as the personal guards heaved a long sigh of relief, thinking that it was fortunate for Li Moying and 

the others were so understanding, Li Moying’s voice suddenly turned cold. 

“But these two people standing beside Brother Jun and I must go in with us!” 

Jun Sihan also echoed coldly, “That’s right.” 

The personal guards exchanged a glance and hesitated. 

However, after Li Moying and Jun Sihan said that, they held their wives’ hands and walked straight into 

the inner courtyard without taking another look at them. 

The personal guards were fearful of their aura and hesitated for a moment. But in the end, they didn’t 

dare to stop them. 

These two Young Masters were successors of ancient god clans, and they were truly respectable and 

highly valued nobles in God Realm. As for them, they were the lowest ordinary personal guards, so who 

would dare to offend them? 

Moreover speaking, Li Moying and the group have already shown enough respect to the Divine General 

residence by asking their guards to stay put. It shouldn’t be too much to ask for them to bring two 

people along, right? 

Just as they were hesitating, Li Moying and Jun Sihan had already stepped through the study room’s 

door. 

“Divine General Sir, Cloudy Qilin Clan’s Young Master Li and Veracious Wyvern Clan’s Young Master Jun 

have arrived!” 

Meng Shurong who was originally pondering while seated on his chair instantly sat up excitedly when he 

heard that. 

“Young Master Li, Young Master Jun, please come in!” 

The study room instantly broke out into a clamor. 



Hearing that Li Moying and the others have arrived in Blessed City, practically all of the Divine 

Lieutenants rushed to the Divine General residence, just so that they could get first-hand information on 

the situation on the frontline. They also wanted to take a look at Li Moying and Jun Sihan’s true 

countenances! 

Everyone was eager to know if Sky Devil Rui Ze were really killed by them! 
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Li Moying and Jun Sihan walked beside each other as they entered the room. Both of them were 

extremely handsome looking men with outstanding temperaments. Just one look and one could tell that 

they were noble Young Masters. 

It was Meng Shurong’s first time meeting them and his eyes lit up. 

“Young Master Li, Young Master Jun, wow! One look is worth a thousand words!” 

His vision landed on their sides and when he saw Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi, he was stunned 

momentarily before he asked, “These two are…” 

To make it more convenient to travel along the frontline, Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi had stayed low-key 

and maintained dressing up as men. This made those in the study room start guessing these two 

people’s identities. 

Everyone wondered, “These two people could take action along with these two Young Lords. Could they 

also be some young top exponents in the ancient god clans?” 

“But even if the top exponents are highly valued in the clan, surely they don’t need to hold hands with 

the Young Lords, right? What kind of stratagem is this? Is it some new method to win over those god 

clan youngsters’ hearts? 

Feeling everyone’s doubtful gazes, Li Moying said calmly, “This person beside me is my wife, and that 

person is Brother Jun’s wife.” 

The moment he said that, everyone in the study room was stunned. 

“W… What? Wife?” 

“But aren’t these two… men?” 

Meng Shurong had vast experience and he quickly came around it. “Oh, I see! It’s Young Madam Li and 

Young Madam Jun! These two ladies are disguised as men, right? I didn’t expect both Young Madams to 

join both Young Masters in the frontline. It must have been tough…” 

Hearing Meng Shurong’s words, those Divine Lieutenants who let their thoughts run wild started to 

understand the situation. 

But several people were mumbling silently. 

“They are indeed nobles from ancient god clans. Even when they are in the frontline killing the devils, 

they also need to bring their wives along!” 



“This is so strange. I only heard of this Young Lord Li’s name a few days ago. I didn’t expect him to be so 

young. Moreover, he’s already married at such a young age?” 

“That’s hard to say. His wife’s looks are so ordinary, so how is she worthy of being a god grade genius? I 

feel that… something is suspicious about this!” 

The few Divine Lieutenants silently communicated using their eyes as they were full of doubts. But no 

one dared to ask. 

Meng Shurong didn’t think so much. He got someone to serve the four of them tea and quickly diverted 

the topic to the question that he was most concerned about. 

“Both Young Masters, I believe you have come from Divine Lieutenant Li Yukun’s campsite?” 

Seeing the two of them nodding without any hesitation, Meng Shurong was elated and hurriedly asked, 

“That’s the stronghold which is nearest to the demon tribe’s control area! I wonder how is the situation 

at the frontline now?” 

When he said this, all the Divine Lieutenants pricked their ears. At the same time, they stared at Li 

Moying tightly, deeply afraid that they would miss out on a single word! 

Jun Sihan sipped a mouthful of tea and said calmly, “The most important military report should have 

already been reported to everyone by Divine Lieutenant Li’s war communique. We’ve already killed Sky 

Devil Rui Ze around 10 days ago! Now, the devil army has gradually started to retreat. On our way back 

to Blessed City, we didn’t meet with many devils at all.” 

Even though Jun Sihan played down the entire incident, Meng Shurong was so excited that he started to 

tremble! 

“Young Master Jun, you… you mean to say… the contents that Divine Lieutenant Li had written on the 

war communique is totally… totally true?” 
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Li Moying and Jun Sihan exchanged a glance and asked curiously, “This… how do you want us to reply? 

How would we know what’s written on Divine Lieutenant Li’s war communique?” 

The allied armies’ war communique was a military top secret. After Li Yukun wrote it, he immediately 

sealed it with wax so Li Moying and the others naturally wouldn’t have read it. 

Hearing that, Meng Shurong realized that he had asked a dumb question. 

He hurriedly wiped the sweat off his forehead and asked another question instead. “This General 

means… is Sky Devil Rui Ze really dead? He was killed by the two of you?” 

Li Moying and Jun Sihan nodded their heads at the same time. 

Everyone in the study room stared at them. When they saw the two of them nodding, they couldn’t help 

but gasp! 

“It’s true… the war communique is true!” 



“Heavens, two Heart Profound Realm practitioners really killed Sky Devil Rui Ze!” 

“This really is… it’s too fascinating. If this spreads, it will surely shock the entire God Realm!” 

Meng Shurong was extremely excited and he praised, “Both Young Masters, This General didn’t expect 

the two of you to hold the ability to kill a Sky Devil mid-phase practitioner! Before your return, we didn’t 

dare to believe this news. Now, we can finally relax… Sky Devil Rui Ze is finally dead and Blessed City is 

safe…” 

The other Divine Lieutenants piled heaps of praises on them as well. 

Although most of them were not from Cloudy Qilin Clan or Veracious Wyvern Clan, just casually thinking 

about it and they would know that as long as these two peerless geniuses do not die early, they would 

definitely become ultimate powerful practitioners who would rock the entire God Realm! 

Facing this kind of genius, they would naturally take advantage of the moment and take the initiative to 

befriend them while they were still young. 

“Both Young Masters are indeed peerless geniuses who have emerged in the past hundreds of years in 

God Realm…” 

“God Realm is really lucky to have such talents like you…” 

Hearing the Divine Lieutenants fawning so ridiculously until they weren’t even making sense, Huang 

Yueli couldn’t help but sneer. 

She hadn’t imagined that the Divine Lieutenants in the allied armies were so good at fawning on 

something! It was an eye-opener! 

Li Moying and Jun Sihan were considered to be thick-skinned people, so not many could say things to 

move them. 

But hearing these also made them feel a little unbearable. 

“Divine General Sir, Divine Lieutenants, please don’t be mistaken. We could kill Rui Ze because of 

various elements. The majority of it was pure luck…” 

Jun Sihan was speaking humbly when he was suddenly interrupted by someone who pushed the door 

open. 

A figure strode in aggressively. 

“Who’s that?” 

Meng Shurong was just about to berate that person but he was stunned after taking a clear look at the 

person who walked in. “Shaoyuan, why have you just arrived? Didn’t I ask you to go welcome both 

Young Masters at the city gate? How come you guys didn’t come together?” 

When Jing Shaoyuan heard the first question, he almost choked. 

Could he even say that he suffered a major loss of face because of Li Moying, hence he was upset and 

was unwilling to come over? 



But after his anger subsided, he felt that he couldn’t allow Li Moying and the others to be too 

complacent. Hence, Jing Shaoyuan hurried over to the Divine General residence. 

He had just reached the study room entrance, but before he could knock on the door, he heard bursts of 

laughter and unconcealable praises by the Divine Lieutenants. 

These words were extremely ear-piercing to Jing Shaoyuan! 
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Originally, when Jing Shaoyuan first arrived in Blessed City to take up the post of Divine Lieutenant, he 

had once enjoyed being popular among his comrades as well as their praises because of his military 

success of “killing a Sky Devil early-phase practitioner”. 

He had heard such things before as well. 

But now, Li Moying and Jun Sihan had even more stunning results than his! 

Comparing one person to another was really infuriating! 

With these two peerless geniuses as a comparison, first-class genius Jing Shaoyuan appeared to have 

dimmed in color. 

This feeling made Jing Shaoyun light up in jealousy. He forgot where he was for a moment. He was so 

agitated that he forgot to knock on the door and barged right into the study room. 

Luckily he was highly valued by Meng Shurong and had usually gained his favor. So the Divine General 

didn’t pursue his fault for barging into the study room so recklessly. 

But Meng Shurong’s first question left him speechless. 

Jing Shaoyuan clenched his teeth and barely thought of an excuse. “This… This Subordinate found the 

patrolling soldiers to be a little slack and I was worried that Blessed City’s security would have a 

loophole. So I intentionally stayed behind to warn them about it before I rushed over…” 

The moment Jing Shaoyuan finished his sentence, he sensed Li Moying and Jun Sihan’s gazes falling on 

him. 

Even though he didn’t turn back to take a look, he could distinctly feel that invisible ridicule in their 

gazes. It was as if they were looking at a prancing clown. 

This feeling made Jing Shaoyuan extremely resentful! 

However, Meng Shurong didn’t feel that anything was wrong with this reply. He nodded and said, “Well 

done. You’ve always been dutiful in your responsibilities!” 

But before Jing Shaoyuan could feel happy with Meng Shurong’s praise, the Divine General seemed to 

have thought of something. He instructed Jing Shaoyuan, “But Young Master Li and Young Master Jun 

have already verified the news of Sky Devil Rui Ze’s death. So Blessed City’s security can now be lifted. 

After you’ve lectured those soldiers, let them return to the campsite and rest. It had been tough on 

them over this period!” 



Hearing this, Jing Shaoyuan seemed as though he had been struck by lightning. 

“What? Sky Devil Rui Ze has really been killed??” He cried out in alarm. 

Meng Shurong nodded and said, “That’s right. Both Young Masters have already verified this.” 

Jing Shaoyuan was originally alarmed, feeling that he was still in a dream. 

Hearing Meng Shurong’s words, he thought of something and calmed down. 

“That’s not right. Divine Lieutenant Sir, you say that the two of them have verified this news? How did 

they verify it? Did they do it verbally?” 

Meng Shurong was stumped upon hearing that. “What do you mean? Verbal verification… of course, it is 

through verbal verification. Otherwise, how are we going to verify that?” 

Jing Shaoyuan instantly became complacent. He looked at Li Moying and Jun Sihan with a sneer on his 

lips but quickly concealed it. 

He said to Meng Shurong, “Divine General Sir, how can we verify such a major incident like the killing of 

Sky Devil verbally? If they want to verify that they have killed Sky Devil Rui Ze, at the very least, they 

should be able to show us Rui Ze’s devil stone, right?” 

When he said that, all the practitioners were stunned. Following that, they nodded their heads in 

agreement. 

“That’s right. After you killed the Sky Devil, there should be a devil stone!” 

“I’ve totally forgotten about this!” 

Earlier when all of them heard of the news, they were overly excited and had forgotten about this. 

After Jing Shaoyuan’s reminder, they started to recall about this. 

Even Meng Shurong also said, “That’s right. What you said is reasonable.” 

Chapter 3250: My Wife Likes It (3) 

Saying that, he turned towards Li Moying and group and spoke courteously. 

“Although I also believe in both Young Masters’ abilities, this matter is something very important to 

Blessed City. So it’s necessary to verify this news. If we have to report this on the war communique to 

the allied armies Headquarters, we need to show the evidence! Moreover, both Young Masters also 

need the devil stone to exchange for military merits, right? We can settle this together at the same 

time!” 

Meng Shurong and all the Divine Lieutenants looked at both of them. 

Sky Devil mid-phase top exponents’ devil stones were something that they had only read in books. None 

of them had seen it with their own eyes yet! 

In a second, everyone’s curiosity was piqued. 



Jing Shaoyuan looked at Li Moying and the others. But his gaze was not filled with curiosity. Instead, 

there was only ridicule and gloating over their misfortune. 

From what he thought, they couldn’t possibly have killed Rui Ze. Perhaps they only came here to deceive 

everyone in Blessed City. In that case, they definitely… wouldn’t be able to take out the devil stone! 

Everyone stared at these two young nobles and waited in anticipation for them to bring out the devil 

stone. 

But they waited and waited. After waiting for a long time, they discovered that the two of them 

remained motionless and expressionless in their seats. There wasn’t even a shadow of the devil stone at 

all. 

All of them felt that something was amiss. “Both Young Masters, this…” 

Jun Sihan’s brows rose and were just about to say something. 

But Jing Shaoyuan couldn’t suppress the excitement in him. He directly jumped out and said loudly 

before Jun Sihan could say anything. 

“What do you two mean by this? You claim that you’ve killed Sky Devil Rui Ze, but you can’t even show 

us his devil stone. Are you treating all of us as fools? How dare you use a piece of fake news to deceive 

the allied armies officers! Men, quickly capture these two swindlers!” 

Jing Shaoyuan was itching to capture them himself! 

It was just like what he said. How could any abnormal geniuses in Heart Profound Realm early-phase kill 

a Sky Devil mid-phase top exponent? 

Indeed, it was all fake news! No wonder they were “stronger” than him! 

In a moment, the Divine Lieutenants were all shocked by this saying, and their gazes toward Li Moying 

and group were filled with suspicions. 

Even Meng Shurong felt that something was amiss. He raised his voice and asked, “Young Master Li, 

Young Master Jun, what’s going on? Don’t you have Rui Ze’s devil stone with you?” 

Li Moying swept a cold glance at the delighted Jing Shaoyuan and said calmly, “We indeed don’t have 

Rui Ze’s devil stone on us…” 

Jing Shaoyuan was elated. If it wasn’t for Meng Shurong who stared at him, he would start shouting 

again. 

Li Moying seemed as though he didn’t notice him and slowly continued speaking, “… because my wife 

likes this kind of sparkly small stones. So I gave it to her to have some fun with it.” 

“WHAT—?” 

Hearing that, the Divine Lieutenants were all stunned. 

They totally couldn’t understand what Li Moying was saying at all. What language was he speaking? 

“Sparkly small stones… what’s that? Surely he can’t be referring to Sky Devil Rui Ze’s devil stone, right?” 



“Then… what did he just say..? His wife likes it? He even gave it to her to have some fun?” 

“What’s there to play? Can a devil stone be treated as a toy?” 

“That’s military merits! That represented honor! That is a treasure that all soldiers fight to the death to 

obtain!” 

Just as everyone was feeling dizzy and were about to faint, a soft voice suddenly rang behind them. 

“Are you referring to… this beautiful small stone?” 

 


